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IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA 
CORONERS COURT AT ALICE SPRINGS 

 
AN INQUEST INTO THE DEATH OF KUMANJAYI WALKER 
ON 9 NOVEMBER 2019 AT YUENDUMU POLICE STATION 

 

COUNSEL ASSISTING THE CORONER’S AIDE MEMOIRE 

RELEVANT ENTRIES FROM 3-161 APPLE iPHONE XS (A1920) EXTRACTION REPORT – REDACTED (8047p) 

MESSAGES BETWEEN CONSTABLE ROLFE AND CONSTABLE HANSEN AFTER KUMANJAYI’S DEATH 

 

      

1.  10/11/2019 
11:00:05AM  

Mitch Hansen Zachary Rolfe Ascom michael white' s press conference.... fucking woeful. Idiot is just replying to 
every question with, "that will be a matter for the coroner. Fucking clown. 

He should just say, "The body worn video will show the true story amd exonerate the 
pokice form any other option." 

As hard as it is to read the fuckhead comments, don’t post anything. We know that the 
members will be fine but comments dont matter. 

The member has to answer his critics with IAMO +P. 

I= Intent... the shit cunt was telling them he was going to stab the police.... 

A= ABILITY... He had the ability to do so because he both said it and was a ypung fit 
male who (looking at Rolfe) would have had size disparity. 

9933 
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M= Means. He had an edged weapon and told the police he (more tham like said) was 
going kill them. 

O= OPPORTUNITY. 

The members let him get close enough to be afforded the opportunity to stab one of 
them and coupled with all of the above...... IAMO 

+P = PRECLUSION 

"I was precluded from all other options available to me, (being distance, time, cover, 
taser, baton, spray, etc) so I had no other option but to protect myself and those with 
me by shooting the offender to gain immediate subject control and incapacitation... 

That what I did (taught by some very experienced old members in 1994) 

Never forget it... IAMO +P 

 

2.  10/11/2019 
11:01:27AM 

 

Mitch Hansen Zachary Rolfe Ian Nankivell sent me this to send to you. He was involved in shooting someone in 
vicpol so he said to send this through 

9933 

3.  10/11/2019 
11:40:32AM 

 

Zachary Rolfe Mitch Hansen awesome awesome awesome thank you for that brother 9933 

      

 


